Visiting the
Oklahoma City Museum of Art
I am going to visit the Oklahoma City Museum of Art.

At the Museum I will see many types of art such as paintings, sculptures, and glass.
The Oklahoma City Museum of Art is in downtown Oklahoma City. Because it is a busy area, there could be lots of traffic driving to the Museum.
Walk

After my adult parks the car, we will walk to the Museum.

We may need to cross a street or park in this parking garage.
Door

When entering the Museum I can use a regular door or a revolving door. The revolving door moves quickly and is small, so I may want to use the regular door.
The Museum lobby has high ceilings and lots of windows. This means it may be very bright. It may also be loud because the sounds may echo. I might hear music playing. If it is too loud, I can bring headphones. Or, my adult can borrow headphones from the Front Desk Attendant at the Admissions Desk.
My adult will get our tickets from the Front Desk Attendant. There might be a wait.

After we get our tickets, my adult and I will go to the galleries.
Elevators and Stairs

Going up to the galleries I can use the elevator or stairs. The elevators may make loud noises and are small.
Stairs

On the 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} floors, there are railings, and I can see the floor(s) below. If this makes me uncomfortable, I can stand away from the railing.
Restrooms

Restrooms are on each floor across from the elevator. The toilets in all the restrooms flush automatically. They can be loud, but only for a short time.
Discovery Packs

I can borrow a special bag I can touch called a Discovery Pack. There are activities I can do while looking at the art. When I am done, I will give the bag back to the Front Desk Attendant for someone else to use.
Lights

Some of the galleries have bright lights.

Other galleries are dark.

Some of the lights make a buzzing sound.
Museum Manners

In the galleries I will remember Museum Manners. Museum Manners help keep me and the art safe.
Stay Together

I will stay with my adult or group and listen to directions at all times. If I get lost, I will go to a Helpful Staff Member, and they will help me find my adult(s).
Walk
I will remember to walk carefully in the Museum.
Black Lines

I will stand or sit behind the black lines on the floor.
No Food or Drinks

If I get hungry or thirsty, I can take a break on the landings at the top of the stairs to have a drink or eat a snack. I can’t eat or drink in the galleries.
Don’t Touch

The most important rule is that I DO NOT TOUCH the art.

This keeps the art safe so that other people can enjoy it too.

If I have a hard time remembering Museum Manners, my adult will help me, and I can try again.
Exit

When we leave, we will probably exit the same door we entered.
The people at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art are happy you are here and hope you come back to visit again!